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Each year, the U.S. Armed Forces commissions thousands of new officers. Peterson's Master the

Officer Candidate Tests provides candidates with the preparation they need to achieve success on

the required qualifying exams. Inside you'll find expert strategies and review along with 3 practice

tests, including the AFOQT, ASVAB, and U.S. Navy and Marine Corps ASTB to help you test your

best. This comprehensive resource includes must-know information on the structure and content of

all officer candidate tests, as well as important details on branch-specific commissioning

requirements for the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard. Review data on career

opportunities, pay grades, and benefits for commissioned officers-everything you need to know to

help you earn your commission!
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The only reason I bought this new version is to see if it has any new practice questions/answers.

Some of the information are basically the same as version 8 or earlier. For what it's worth, it's good

to pick up this version, especially if you want another study material to prepare for officer training

school.

This has testing for all military aptitude tests, and it has a code to use Peterson's testing online too

which you can do timed or untimed. Very helpful. I used this to study for the Navy OAR but I used



the other tests (math for example) just to get more practice. There's also study material as well and

detailed info about each branch (requirements, testing tips, etc). I scored 50 on the test, which is

average but competitive for the job I want, so I'm happy with it. I definitely recommend adding this

book to your study guide. This book helped my score for sure.

MANY practice questions. Worth the buy, especially if you are planning on getting a good score on

any officer test.

I like that it has a variety of practice tests and anyone in any branch can use this book since it

carries all military branches.

This book wasted a lot of space on discussing the different branches and the OCS process,

information available both online and through a recruiter, instead of discussing the test material. A

lot of practice problems, but little subject review and only one practice test that can be used to time

yourself. The example questions were decent practice, but then there was material that made up a

good 10-20% of the OAR's mechanical comprehension section (Navy) that wasn't so much as

mentioned in ONE of the 75 practice questions this book offered on that section. There were also a

lot of typos.In short: Lots of practice questions, but you'll need a lot more than just this book to get a

good score. The Navy ASTB recently changed time allocation and that updated information wasn't

included in this edition.

Many practice tests for all branches. Too much information about the actual branches. Still cool

though. Would recommend soley for the amount of practice questions.

Great study guide

Does not have the updated sections for the new test.
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